Gifts
That
Heal
W

hether you purchase a
balloon at a store, attend
an event, pledge a monthly gift or
donate items for an auction, you
are helping kids heal at Penn State
Children’s Hospital. Each spring,
our hospital allocates the money
we raised the previous year to a
variety of needs that save the lives
of kids or improve their quality of
care. Here’s what your dollars can
buy:

$25

Lip Balm and Stickers
Kids decorate anesthesia masks
before surgery. It’s empowering
and makes the process less scary.

$20,000

$6,500

Stop the Bleed Kits
Buys 10 training kits for local
schools so teachers can have the
best tools to save kids’ lives in the
event of an emergency.

$100

Brave Cubs
Pediatric medical students
dress up to bring cheer to their
patients and ease their anxiety.

$50,000

Music Therapy
A therapist uses songs and
instruments to distract
patients from pain and
promote motor skills.

$90,000

Lion’s Pledge
This program makes needle pokes less
painful and scary for kids by utilizing
numbing medication, distraction toys
and strategic positioning.

$350

Camp Journey
Send a child with disabilities to
Camp Journey so he/she can
continue the developmental progress
made during the school year.

$1,000

$650

CPR Training Kit
These kits are given to local
schools so students and
teachers can learn to save
lives when seconds count.
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Art Therapy
This program helps kids
visually express and record
experiences, perceptions and
feelings to promote healing.

Safe Sleep Sacks
Buys 100 sacks for newborns
to help prevent sudden
infant death syndrome.

$530,000

$2,500

PA Vent Camp
Send a child to PA Vent Camp to
enjoy rock climbing, swimming
and zip-lining with the help of
medically-trained volunteers.

$130,000

Isolette
To safely transport fragile
infants in our Life Lion
ambulances and aircraft.

Portable CT Scan
Transforms a patient’s room into
an advanced imaging suite so critically
ill or injured children don’t need to
be moved, decreasing the risk
of additional trauma.

